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Legislature under that Act pending the adoption of its new consti-
tution. Although India never had a Federal Government under the
1935 Act, the Indian Legislature exercised the exclusive and con-
current powers of the proposed Federal Legislature in relation to the
Provincial Legislatures at the time of the coming into operation of
the Indian Independence Act, Responsible government under the
terms of the Act of 1935 was introduced in the Provinces in 1937,
The	The constitution of the Federal Union of India was enacted by
Federation the Constitutional Assembly and came into force early in 1950, It
?950. a' established a Federal Union of States (of which there were consti-
tuted three different categories) with a parliamentary executive, on
the British Cabinet model, which is responsible to the House of the
People, the directly elected Chamber of the bi-cameral Parliament.
The second House, the Council of States, is constituted by the
representatives of the member States, the seats being allocated
unequally between the States, The executive power is vested in the
President who is chosen by an Electoral College which consists of
the elected members of both Houses of Parliament and of the
Legislative Assemblies of the States. The President appoints the
Federal Prime Minister and, on his advice, the other Ministers form-
ing the Council of Ministers; they hold office at the President's
pleasure.
The constitution of the Federal Union is that of a republic, but it
follows the general lines of the Government of India Act, 1935, in
the distribution of legislative powers which allows for a category
of concurrent subjects in addition to those exclusive to the Federal
and State legislatures respectively. In the definition of the obligations
both of the citizen and of the State the constitution departs from the
British constitutional pattern and not only contains an elaborate
definition of human rights, but provides machinery whereby the
individual citizen can take action in the Supreme Court to safeguard
those rights. Principles which the Governments and Parliaments
should follow in framing legislation are enacted, but without legal
sanction to secure enforcement. Cabinet government prevails both
in the Union and in the member States and the position of the
Prime Minister in both follows the British model Jt was, however,
necessary to vest wide powers in the President as Head of the:
State, since these powers were no longer vested in the Crown,
who remains the symbol of India's membership of the British
Commonwealth, but without prerogative or statutory powers a$
such.
The India (Consequential Provisions) Act, 1949, enacted by the
United Kingdom Parliament followed immediately upon the adop-
tion of the Constitution by the Indian Constituent Assembly in
November, 1949, and before it was brought into force in January,

